
                                                                                                                            
 

 
Are you looking for a technical challenge as a service technician with focus on installations, service 
and maintenance of compressed air systems? 
 
    Kaeser Compressors NETHERLANDS is looking for a  
    Service technician (full-time) 

in the region of the east of the Netherlands 
(Twente/Achterhoek) 

 
Kaeser Compressors Netherlands is a dynamic organization and globally active in the field of 
compressors and total compressed air system solutions that are used in various branches, 
the industry in particular. We stand for partnership, a long-term relationship with highly expert and 
proactive guidance from Kaeser in every phase (preparation, implementation and operation). 
Kaeser has been active worldwide for more than 100 years and has also been active for 60 years in 
the Netherlands. The service department is an essential link in achieving satisfied customers.   
 
Would you like to know more about our company? Then visit https://nl.kaeser.com. 
 
It is very important to have good contact with colleagues and customers. Also, it is important to have 
a great onboarding so you can develop the skills and competences to become a qualified service 
technician. Kaeser Netherlands offers this! 
In addition, we offer you training courses so you could continue to develop. 
As soon as you start at Kaeser Netherlands, you will start to learn the Dutch language and you will be 
connected to a mentor/coach. He shows you the daily practice in maintenance to become a qualified 
service technician. 
As soon as you are ready, you can hit the road on your own! 
 
What does your day look like? 
On Monday morning, first you check your email to see which work orders need to be carried out. 
Then, together with your mentor, you get into the service van on your way to the first customer. You 
are scheduled to perform service maintenance for a customer in the healthcare industry. Before you 
can start working, you need to take note of the safety instructions. You check the parts needed to be 
replaced and you start with your activities. After maintenance you administrate the service order, 
have it signed by the customer and send it back to your colleagues at the service department. 
Then you drive to the next customer where a technical software failure must be solved. After 
contacting the technical service at the repair company for the shipping industry, you investigate the 
malfunction. After you have solved the malfunction, you give feedback to your colleagues at the 
service department. After all, you are the ambassador of Kaeser!  
 
What do you bring to Kaeser Netherlands? 

- You want to live and work in de south region of the Netherlands; 

- You want to learn the Dutch language; 

- You have education in automotive engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical 
engineering, energy engineering or mechatronics; 

- You have at least some experience around maintenance and electrical components; 

- You are eager to learn about compressed air and our products; 

- You feel comfortable in varied work environments. 
 
  

https://nl.kaeser.com/


                                                                                                                            
 

 
What offers Kaeser Netherlands to you? 

- You will receive all services, related to emigrating to the Netherlands; 

- An introduction program to ensure you are top trained as a service technician; 

- You will receive a service van, laptop and phone; 

- We will start with a temporary contract with the possibility to get a permanent contract; 

- You get 38 days off per year. 

- Payment of a profit allowance when annual organizational targets are achieved.  
 
Enthusiastic? 
Apply by sending your resume and motivation letter to Wim Veenvliet at hr.nl@kaeser.com. 
Do you want a short talk? Please call Lisanne at number +31 6 30 32 94 43. 
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